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Manned submersibles are unrivaled as flexible, stable, 
undersea filming platforms to support producers and 

directors needing maximum creative control. 
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OceanGate provides deep-sea manned submersible services for underwater media production to 
support film and television producers and directors.

Our team has conducted submersible expeditions in the Pacific Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, and the 
Atlantic Ocean. Whether used as a platform to collect video and photographic images, or provide 
auxiliary lighting, manned submersibles are an easily controlled tool to safely enable undersea 
media production well below scuba depth.

Our manned submersibles can be configured and equipped with a variety of external and internal 
cameras and lights to satisfy nearly any creative need. Our crew of pilots and engineers can design 
solutions to help producers, photographers, and videographers get the exact shot or sequence 
necessary to complete a project including designing custom camera mounts, choreographing 
complex dive sequences, and conducted expeditions to multiple destinations without the 
complications associated with major surface support ships or ROV tethers.

OceanGate is the only commercially available submersible company that can accommodate up to 
five people on a dive. This capacity provides greater creative control by allowing instant reaction 
to the surroundings during the dive, and for the free exchange of creative ideas between director 
and cameraman during the dive. This flexibility of having eyes-on-site can significantly decrease the 
time spent on reshoots and reduces the risk of needing to return to shoot additional content.

PAST PRODUCTION PROJECTS:
• CBS News: Captured video for CBS Morning News coverage of US Navy Hellcat fighter plane 

wreck and discovery.

• National Geographic: Pioneered use of underwater 3D sonar and delivered diver to the AJ 
Goddard shipwreck.

• CBS News: correspondent recorded a nationally broadcast news segment during a survey dive to 
an oil drilling platform in the Gulf of Mexico.

• CNN’s Miles O’Brien: Captured video footage of surface and subsurface interviews inside our 
manned submersible.

• Interstellar Studios: Targeted customization and design of RED camera mount for two-day shoot 
both inside and outside of our manned submersible.

• BBC: Spontaneous one-day shoot required use of manned submersible.
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Fish swims near a shipwreck. Pyrosome.

Image of the sunken aircraft F6F Hellcat. Film crew capture underwater habitat.


